Case Report - Crushed Glass Ingestion
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Abstract
While foreign body ingestion occurs most often in children, adult ingestion has been reported. Complete clinical monitoring in suspected cases may be the actual treatment sometimes. In case of complications or if there is confirmation of foreign body, endoscopic removal or surgical removal can be indicated. We present a case of a 21-year-old male who presented to the emergency department with deliberate ingestion of Crushed Glass pieces of alcohol bottle followed with burning sensation over the chest and upper abdominal pain. The patient was admitted and necessary investigations taken. The abdominal x ray revealed specks of crushed glass pieces being coated over large bowel. Psychiatrist consultation obtained for a possible psychiatric illness. The patient was under observation for 5 days and was treated conservatively. No active internal bleed was observed. This is a case report of a patient with deliberate ingestion of crushed glass indicating the signs and symptoms and different types of management for Glass ingestion.
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Introduction
Foreign body ingestion is one of the serious and more common problems in children. The peak age of incidence is 6 months to 6 years[1]. In case of adults, foreign body ingestion is rare. The epidemiology of adults shows accidental ingestion, like swallowing a bone, while taking food. In adults 10% cases show voluntary ingestion[2]. There will be recurrence of the complaints in patients with intellectual disability, substance or alcohol abuse, psychiatric disorders[3]. Management of these is very crucial. A multidisciplinary approach is advocated which involves medical, surgical, and psychiatric interventions. In some instances, where underlying psychiatric illness was identified, certain types of management can be counterproductive. The majority of the time, 80-90%, the foreign body pass without intervention, 10-20% of the time endoscopic visualization and removal is necessary, and in < 1% of cases warrant surgical removal[4-9].

Conservative management with close monitoring is needed in most cases. Despite conservative management if there is occurrence of complications, endoscopic removal is safe and
effective \cite{10}. Risk can be estimated based on type, shape, and location of foreign body, symptoms, signs, time since ingestion, and signs, evidence of complications including perforation or bleeding \cite{11}. Magnets and batteries are much dangerous. When more than one magnet is ingested they have a tendency to attract each other through the gastrointestinal wall. This may lead to bowel necrosis, perforation, obstruction, fistula, volvulus, or even death \cite{12}. If there is ingestion of batteries special concern should be taken. Risks include generation of current, battery leakage, pressure necrosis, and heavy metal poisoning \cite{13}. Absolute indication for surgical intervention is perforation in the gastrointestinal tract. Relative indication includes obstruction, which cannot be managed conservatively or through endoscopy.

Case Report
21-year-old male who presented to the emergency department with deliberate ingestion of Crushed Glass pieces of alcohol bottle followed with burning sensation over the chest and upper abdominal pain. There was no history suggesting upper GI or lower GI bleed. Vitals were stable. Complete physical examination revealed a soft abdomen, no distension, no tenderness, with no signs of peritonitis like guarding or rigidity of the abdomen. Chest examination was normal with normal breathing and no added sounds. Radiological investigations showed no evidence of perforation; however several glass particles were visible throughout the gastrointestinal tract (Fig. 1.2). He had no previous history of similar complaints. The patient was in close clinical observation with continuous monitoring of vitals for 4 days. There was no sign of complication due to the ingestion of the glass particles and he showed considerable improvement of the symptoms. Psychiatric opinion was obtained. Since there was no complication, the patient was discharged with strict advice to review if there were any suggestive symptoms.

**Discussion**
Cases of intentional glass ingestion in adults are rare, so there is no special guideline to approach them. In these cases it is expected to see oral cavity laceration, oral bleed, inability to swallow, neck pain, abdominal pain and chest pain. In order to identify the site, number of particles, size and
also to evaluate the complications like perforation, radiography including X ray or sometimes CT abdomen is suggested as the initial screening method\[14\]. Although glass foreign bodies are opaque on x-rays, the size of the glass particles is the limiting factor of the radiographic detection and that 0.5 to 2 mm fragments represents the “limited detection” size range\[15\]. Endoscopic extraction is well accepted and recommended as a form of treatment for swallowed foreign body in upper GI tract, however conservative management is also effective and preferable when foreign bodies have passed the oesophagus within days without any difficulty\[16\]. This is the treatment of choice of the blunt, short (<6cm) and narrow (2.5 cm diameter) foreign bodies, especially once they crossed the pylorus. A multidisciplinary approach is crucial when dealing the patients with repetitive deliberate ingestion, as underlying psychiatric diagnosis is often present.
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